Near-Infrared Photoimmunotherapy: Photoactivatable Antibody-Drug Conjugates (ADCs).
Cancer treatment has been founded traditionally on the three approaches of surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy with the latter recognized as the obvious systemic treatment approach applicable to disease that has spread. Although significant progress has been made over nearly 100 years of developing systemic treatments, it remains clear that use of the toxic agents involved is a two-edged sword with normal organ toxicities always needing to be balanced with and against administration of relevant therapeutic doses. With the advent of monoclonal antibodies targeted against tumor-associated antigens that could be used as carriers of potently toxic chemotherapy drugs, it was thought that such antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) could engender the answer to the toxicity/therapeutic equation by shifting the equation more toward beneficial therapeutic efficacy. However, over 40 or so years, antibody-drug conjugates have not significantly affected the toxicity/therapy balance paradigm in most cancer indications, especially in solid tumors. Ideally, a further step may be required in that a non-tumor-targeted antibody-drug conjugate should be essentially nontoxic in its native administered form, with toxic effects unleashed only at the site of targeted tumors. A new approach that employs this principle is the use of an antibody-drug conjugate that is essentially nontoxic to normal tissues by virtue of requiring an extra step of light activation to become potent. We describe the preclinical data and first clinical results gained over the past few years by use of antibody-drug conjugates wherein the drug comprises a near-infrared photoactivatable dye delivered to tumors by a monoclonal antibody and is subsequently activated to a toxic entity solely at sites of tumors.